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We describe several links between EEG data processing and quantum mechanics. Then we show examples of
exploitation of methods commonly used in quantum chaos for EEG data analysis.
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1. What has quantum mechanics (chaos)
in common with human brain?
The

electroencephalogram

(EEG)

is

a

tain the frequency variation of non-stationary signal, one
should segment the signal into quasi-stationary compo-

noninvasive

medical test measuring the electrical activity of the human brain via electrodes applied to the subject's scalp.
Although being used as a clinical diagnostic tool for
nearly 80 years (see [1]), it is still mostly the subject of
subjective visual analysis by physicians. The strict and
objective analysis of EEG remains still the challenge not
only for biomedical signal processing engineers, but also
for mathematicians, statisticians, and physicists.

Re-

minding the famous quote of Richard Feynman: I think
I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics, we arrive at the rst clear link between quantum mechanics and human brains, namely the EEG data
analysis. We are dealing with the two topics that nobody
completely understands.
EEG recordings represent multivariate time series,
number of channels corresponds to the number of EEG
electrodes. Each channel  EEG signal at one electrode
(i.e. the potential dierence between the electrode and
some reference electrode) is a result of the synchronous

nents and apply standard Fourier transform to them.
The longer the segment is, the better accuracy in frequency we obtain.

This fact that a function and its

Fourier transform cannot both be highly concentrated is
known as an uncertainty principle. In the (EEG) signal
processing, the uncertainty principle establishes limits to
which the instantaneous frequency of a signal can be
determined, see [6] and the references therein. The quantum mechanical parallel is of course famous Heisenberg
uncertainty principle  the fact that the particle's position and momentum cannot be measured simultaneously.
Just mentioned similarities suggest that the exploitation of mathematical tools commonly used in quantum
mechanics (quantum chaos) for EEG signal processing
can be auspicious.

In this paper we briey review

the application of the random matrix theory (RMT) to
the EEG signal analysis (Sect. 2) and then present a
maximum-likelihood based algorithm for estimating the
evoked potential response from a multiepoch EEG data
(Sect. 3).

electrical activity of huge number of cortical neurons.

2. Random matrix theory and EEG

Hence, the superposition of electric waves is measured.
And the superposition principle is one of the cornerstones
of the quantum mechanics! The activity of cortical neu-

RMT originated in nuclear physics and was conceived

rons is a result of countless discharge cascades across the

as a statistical approach to systems with many degrees of

network of neurons located in deeper areas of the brain.

freedom. Nowadays RMT has applications in many dis-

Due to this complex origin, one could expect the EEG

ciplines of science. However, one of the most important

signal to be the approximately superposition of random

discoveries in RMT was its connection to quantum chaos

waves.

It was really demonstrated that the structures

 RMT describes the spectral statistics of the systems

emerging in the brain's visual cortex of animals can be

whose classical counterparts exhibit chaotic behavior, for

described by random Gaussian elds, see [2, 3]. The same

more details see the review paper [7].

random waves are known from quantum chaotic systems

According to our knowledge, RMT was used to analyze

(this was rst conjectured by Berry [4]), such are e.g.

the EEG signal for the rst time in the paper [8] by

quantum billiards, see e.g. [5].

eba.

In particular, statistical properties of spectra of

EEG signal, such as most real world signals, is non-

EEG cross-channel correlations matrices were compared

-stationary in the sense that it has highly complex time-

with the predictions of RMT. Here we review the results

-varying characteristics. The monitoring of its frequency

of this paper.

variation with time is of immense importance.

To ob-

The analyzed objects were the correlation matrices

Cl,m (T )
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of the EEG signal,
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where

xl (tj ) denotes the EEG signal measured at the
l at time tj and the sum runs over j = N1 , N1 +
1, . . . N2 for which tj ∈ (T, T + ∆). The length ∆ of the

ing distribution. A very good agreement with the RMT

channel

in all subjects was reported.

time interval used to evaluate the correlation matrix is

visually stimulated, the random matrix prediction is in

related to the rate with which the brain works and was

this case valid for nonstimulated data only.

The number variance is,

however, quite sensitive and changes when the subject is

set to 150 ms. Data from clinical 19-channel EEG device

This result is of interest since the number variance may

were analyzed, each measurement lasted for 1520 min.

change not only due to an external stimulation but also

This time interval was divided into approximately 7000

when the correlation ensemble is inuenced, for instance,

not overlapping stationary windows over which the corre-

by some pathological process.

lation matrix was evaluated. In such a way the ensembles
of 7000 correlation matrices for each measurement were
obtained. Due to the individuality of the EEG signal and
also due to the problems related to the technique the electrodes are attached to the scalp one cannot mix together
data from dierent measurement sessions.

This means

that for dierent measurements, dierent matrix ensembles were obtained. The data from 90 dierent measurements were inspected, some of them were inuenced by
the visual stimulation.

3. Maximum likelihood estimation and evoked
response EEG potentials
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a standard
statistical method dating back to 1920's. It is a versatile
tool covering wide range of applications, but its benets are apparent particularly in the quantum physics.
For example, in the quantum state reconstruction, for
a given set of measurements, the most likely quantum

The simplest property of the eigenvalues family related

state is estimated.

As for the quantum chaos branch,

to a matrix ensemble is the eigenvalue density, which is

the MLE was used e.g. for the implementation of the

known to be dependent on the underlying data.

Since

quantum state reconstruction to the quantum kicked top

EEG is not a random signal, but on the contrary, it is syn-

(see [9]) or to study chaotic scattering in overlapping res-

chronized and correlated by the corresponding brain ac-

onators (see [10]).

tivity, one might expect that the spectral density will not
exhibit generic and subject-independent features.

The brain response to an external stimulus measured

Sur-

by EEG is called evoked response (or event related) po-

prisingly, this is not true at all. For small eigenvalues the

tential (ERP). When an external stimulus is presented

spectral density indeed depends on the measured sub-

to a measured subject, several parts of the brain that are

ject. It displays nevertheless at all subjects a profound

involved in processing the stimulus show increased neu-

and subject-independent algebraic tail for large eigenval-

ronal activity and thus act as the generators of the brain

ues.

This is a surprise since one would expect just the

response. The signal has typically extremely low signal-

opposite behavior. Specically, the small eigenvalues of

-to-noise ratio (SNR), the signal of interest (response of

the correlation matrix feel the inuence of the system

the brain to the stimulus) is embedded within the ongoing

noise, the spectral density should therefore display uni-

background EEG. The visual evoked potential (VEP),

versal behavior for them.

The large eigenvalues on the

a subset of ERPs, has become a commonly used tool

other hand contain the information about signicant cor-

in both research and clinical studies regarding the func-

relations and hence about processes in the brain. Con-

tional integrity of visual system, see e.g. [11, 12].

sequently, one would expect a nonuniversal and subject-

When the same stimulus is applied repeatedly, the

-dependent behavior. The universal behavior of the spec-

brain response is typically estimated from the recorded

tral density for large eigenvalues means that the seem-

data by averaging technique [13].

ingly individual brain activity contains some common

sumption behind averaging is that the signal of interest

level of synchronization.

is the same across trials, time locked to the stimulus,

Furthermore, eba focused on two statistical distribu-

while the noise is independent.

The underlying as-

However, it is known

tions widely used in the eld of quantum chaos  level

that the constant response assumption is false, i.e. iden-

spacing and number variance distributions.

These dis-

tical stimuli do not necessarily evoke identical responses.

tributions obtained from the ensembles of EEG correla-

In general, ERP waveform, amplitude and latency can

tion matrices were compared with the well-known and

vary appreciably in time [14].

universal distributions for Gaussian orthogonal ensemble

In ERP analysis, the on-going EEG is usually treated

(GOE). As we have already mentioned the EEG signal

as background activity or noise. Although the noise can

is subject dependent.

Nevertheless, the spectral statis-

be regarded independent from trial to trial, it is highly

tical properties of the correlation matrices are universal.

(both spatially and temporally) correlated, see [1517]

In particular, the behavior of the level spacing distribu-

and references therein. Moreover, it has been shown that

tion and number variance obtained from the EEG data

the noise is not entirely uncorrelated with event-related

of healthy subjects without the visual stimulation are in

activity [18].

very good agreement with the predictions of GOE. The

should exploit the noise coloration.

visual stimulation is expected to change the correlation
pattern of the data.

Thus, appropriate space-time processing

Numerous papers dealing with the application of max-

Nevertheless, it turned out that

imum likelihood (ML) technique to ERPs have been pub-

these changes are too subtle to inuence the level spac-

lished during last decade. In [19], an ML model is formu-
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ations of single trials in a multiepoch ERP experiment.

parameters. Let X = [X 1 X 2 . . . X J ] be the N × JT
full data matrix formed from all epochs. Since the signal

Restrictions of the paper are, however, that it is based on

of interest is assumed to be identical in each epoch, it

an assumption of uncorrelated background noise and the
response is estimated separately for each channel (elec-

is possible to expand the signal component of the full
T
dataset in terms of low-rank model [SS . . . S] = HΘD ,

trode). It means that no spatial structure is involved in

where

lated yielding estimators of amplitude and latency vari-

the model.

In reality, at least the signals measured on

nearby electrodes must be strongly correlated, since the

[
]
DT = C T C T . . . C T

is the

signals have partially the same sources.
In the paper [16], De Munck et al. derived an ML estimator for the amplitude jitters on the assumption that

L × JT

(2)

matrix.

W j are assumed to be normally
distributed, zero mean, independent of one another, with
The noise matrices

RN and prior the esknown (or estimated) temporal covariance

the background noise is both spatially and temporally

unknown spatial covariance matrix

correlated.

timation of

However, they did not incorporate the la-

tency variations to their model.

And again, the model

is spatially local, the estimates of particular channels are
obtained independently.

The spatial structure is con-

tained only in the spatial covariance matrix.
The ML approach exploiting spatial correlations of the

S

RT . In the following we will assume RT = I ,
however the whole procedure is applicable to the case
−1/2
RT ̸= I by transforming X j to X j RN . The total noise covariance matrix is modeled as the Kronecker

matrix

product of spatial and temporal matrices.

Hence the

signal was presented by Baryshnikov et al. in the pa-

probability density function for the data matrix

per [15]. They model the brain response to a stimuli as a

be written

low rank or structured mean. The rank of the response is
assumed to be much smaller than the number of spatial
channels (electrodes), but with unknown covariance. On
the other hand, the main disability of their model is the
above mentioned false constant response.
Extending the method of Baryshnikov et al. we present
a ML approach for estimating the brain response to ex-

X

1
f (X; RN , H, Θ) =
NT J
TJ
(2π) 2 det(RN ) 3
(
(
)
1 (
T
× exp − Tr R−1
X
−
HΘD
N
2
(
)T ))
× X − HΘD T
.

may

(3)

ternal stimuli modeled by a low rank mean, in which
ploit the procedure described in [15], however we add to

H , Θ and RN are obtained by maximizing (3) for the given data vector X . We skip the

it two more steps for amplitude and latency estimating.

derivation here, however, the estimates of all mentioned

amplitude and latency variability is also allowed. We ex-

The ML estimate of

matrices and thus also of the signal matrix
3.1. The Baryshnikov et al. model

S are obtained

analytically.

In this section we briey describe the model of Barysh-

3.2. Our model

nikov et al. For more detailed description we refer to their
We start from the low rank Baryshnikov et al. model.

paper [15] and references therein.
observations of response to the same

However we incorporate the amplitude and latency varia-

stimulus (epochs). The signal of interest is considered to

tions to it. Thus the varied signals of interest are modeled

be repeatable component of each epoch.

in the form

We consider

J

number of spatial channels by

N

Denoting the

and number of time

T , the data for j -th epoch is represented by the N × T matrix X j = S + W j , where S
is the matrix of signal samples and W j is the matrix of
noise samples in the j -th epoch.
samples per epoch by

It is assumed that signal time series in each channel

S ) lies in the space spanned by the
columns of the known T × L matrix C . The set of temporal basis vectors (columns of C ) is constructed using
(rows of the matrix

the frequency band of interest.

N × P matrix
P -dimensional space in which the
columns of the signal matrix S lie. The structure of H
is not anyhow restricted. The free parameter P (rank of
the matrix H ) is chosen empirically.
Similarly, let the columns of unknown

H

be a basis for the

Thus, the signal matrix can be expressed in the form

S = HΘC T ,
where

Θ

is a

P ×L

S j = kj SLαj = kj HΘC T Lαj ,
where

H, Θ, C

(4)

integer latency lag and the
shift matrix



kj is a
αj is an

have the same meaning as in (1),

real positive epoch dependent amplitude weight,

0 1 0
0 0 1

 . . .
L=
 .. .. ..

0 0 0
1 0 0


... 0
... 0 


. 
..
.
. . .

... 1 
... 0

T ×T

matrix

L

is recurrent

(5)

kj obviously describe the variation of the response amplitudes, see e.g. [16, 19]. It is easy to check
αj
that the right multiplication of a matrix by L
causes
The factors

(1)

the (cyclic) shift of columns of the matrix by αj to the
T
right. Since each row of the matrix HΘC
is a time

matrix of unknown signal amplitude

series representing the time evolution of the response, its
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shift to the right by
by

αj /f ,

where

f

αj

is a sampling frequency of the record-

ings. (In our experiment, we have used the device with
the sampling frequency 1 kHz, thus the value of

αj

is

numerically equaled to the latency lag expressed in ms.)
The recurrent shift operator (not just shift operator) is
used, because it is easier to handle it. In particular, it is
invertible, thus we have just one operator for the latency
lag in both positive and negative directions (with posi-

αj ). On the other
hand, the recurrent shift operator copies the last column
tive, respectively negative values of

of the matrix before the shift to the rst column. Therefore we have to assume that the latency lags

αj

are small

in comparison with the number of time samples per epoch

T

(
)
))
+HΘC T L(αj +1) − Lαj X T
.
j

means the delay of the response

and the signal of interest is zero at the beginning and

end of each epoch. However, these assumptions are naturally satised. Usually ERP data contains in each epoch
some signal free (prestimulus) samples and the length of
the record of each epoch is longer than expected period
of the brain response.
The amplitude and latency variations can be easily in-

D.

corporated to the matrix

[

Instead of (2) we have thus

D T = k1 C T Lα1 k2 C T Lα2 . . . kJ C T LαJ

]

(9)

So we have replaced the derivative by the dierence operator and we are looking for such integer value of

αj , for

which the left-hand side of (8) is closest to zero.
Note that in (7)(9), the symbols kj and αj have been
used to indicate the estimators of true values. Problems

kj = 1 and
αj = 0 for j = 1, . . . J are taken. Then the rst estimates
of H, Θ and RN are calculated by Baryshnikov et al.
(7) and (9) have to be solved iteratively. First,

procedure. These rst estimates are then substituted into
(9), which is solved numerically for every

j = 1, . . . J .
kj . All

Let us note that problem (9) does not depend on

mentioned rst estimates are nally substituted into (7)

kj . Estimates of kj
αj are then substituted into (6) and the updates of
H, Θ and RN are calculated again by Baryshnikov et al.
to obtain the rst estimates of all

and

procedure, etc. In practice, it appears that a few (usually
916) of these iterations are sucient to obtain a stable
solution.
We have investigated the data of 5 volunteers measured
by standard clinical 63-channel EEG device placed inside

(6)

a Faraday trap to avoid external inuence. We used the
common pattern reversal stimulus according to the stan-

and the probability density function remains formally the

dard [20]. For each subject, 100 epochs lasting 666 ms

same as (3). However, now it has more parameters to be

(200 ms before the stimulus onset and 466 after it) were

estimated by MLE method, namely

kj

and

J

latency lags

J

amplitude weights

αj .

Since we have formally the same probability density
function as Baryshnikov et al. we can use their proce-

H , Θ and RN . The ML estimators
for kj and αj (j = 1, . . . , J) are found by setting the cor-

dure to estimate

responding derivatives of (3) equal to zero and solving
the estimators from resulting equations. Doing so for

kj

we have after straightforward calculation

kj =

(7)

(
(
))
αj T
T
T
T αj
T
Tr R−1
N X j (L ) CΘ H + HΘC L X j
(
(
))
.
T
T
T
2Tr R−1
N HΘC CΘ H
One can easily check moreover that this value of

kj

collected with a sampling rate of 1 kHz.
The algorithm presented in Sect. 3.2 converged in 916
iterations. We choose

C

to be a basis for signals band-

L = 40. The rank of the
P = 5. A quite strict stopping

limited on 120 Hz, with
estimator was chosen

rule was used, implying the relative changes were smaller
−8
than 10
. Typically this resulted in a computation time
about 20 min (processor i920, 8 GB RAM).
Figure 1 shows a typical example of the amplitude
trial-to-trial variations.

The amplitude weights

plotted as a function of the number of stimulus

kj
j.

are
To

extract systematic behavior from all data sets, a straight
line was t to the amplitude data. The quality of these
line ts were in all cases comparable to the example presented in Fig. 1.

In all the cases, the slope of the line

cor-

t was negative, showing that the response are weaker at

Namely, the argument of

the end of the measurement session than at the begin-

the exponential function is a quadratic function of each

ning (so-called habituation). This result is in accordance

responds to local maximum.

kj

with the negative quadratic term. For the latency lags

the following equation can be derived:

The typical example (the same subject as in Fig. 1) of

(
( (
)T
dLαj
−1
Tr RN X j
CΘ T H T
dαj
))
αj
T dL
T
+HΘC
Xj
= 0.
dαj

the latency trial-to-trial variations is depicted in Fig. 2.
ber of stimulus
(8)

αj we do
not solve Eq. (8) and instead of it we solve the following
(

min Tr

αj ∈Z

R−1
N

(

(

(αj +1)

Xj L

−L

αj

αj are plotted as a function of the numj . Again, a straight line was t to extract

The latency lags

Since we are looking for just integer values of
minimization problem:

with [16].

)T

systematic behavior from all data sets and its behavior
is reproducible across all measured objects.

In all the

cases, the slope of the line t was positive, showing that
the response latency has an increasing trend from the
beginning to the end of the measurement session. This
observation is in accordance with [19]. The histogram of

T

CΘ H

T

latency lags shows that its right-tail is longer than the
left one.
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